When we launched Angus GS, we were excited to bring you the first high density genomic profile
test designed specifically for Angus cattle.
Angus GS was built upon the strength of our traditions and our plans for future success together.
Our aim was, and remains, to give you the best technology solution for genetic testing of Angus
cattle.
We are pleased to report success in this regard:
Our innovative “For Angus. By Angus.” partnering approach brought you the first customgenotyping profile in our industry.
Angus GS is complete with a full 50K of Angus DNA markers – with an informative new design that
will sharpen EPD accuracy and guide breed improvement.
Leveraging our strengths, we offer more power and better value. As a result, Angus producers are
testing more seedstock with Angus GS.
In the past, most producer’s DNA tested only their top-end sale bulls. Now, many are using Angus
GS to profile more bulls and heifers in their herd.
And they have good reasons to do so.
•
•
•
•

Affordable and easy to use, Angus GS is the first profiler for Angus seedstock production
designed by the Angus Genetics Inc. (AGI) team.
With Angus GS, leverage the ability to sire match GeneMax tested commercial heifers to
Angus GS tested bulls.
Knowing both sides of a mating, producers can improve beneficial traits while breeding
around less desired qualities.
As Angus GS results pour into AGI, our scientists will refine prediction accuracies for EPDs
and discover new opportunities in fertility, feed efficiency, tenderness and animal health.

Take a look at AngusGS.com for more information or to purchase a test. When it’s time to collect
DNA on your next calf crop, we invite you to make Angus GS part of your selection, breeding,
management and marketing program.
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